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Abstract

This research analyzes the relationship between language and society especially in application of address form. The aims of this research is to identify the types of address form which used by the speakers in Fast and Furious 7 movie. In collecting data, the researcher uses observation method with nonparticipant technique. In analyzing, the researcher uses pragmatic method. Next, theory proposed by Wardaugh (2006) used to analyze the types of address form Then, the result of data analysis presented by using informal. The result of this research show that the address forms used by speakers in Fast and Furious 7 movie are first name (FN), last name (LN), title (T), title plus first name (TLN), title plus last name (TLN), pet name (PN), and kinship name (KN).
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I. BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH

One of the sociolinguistics phenomenon found in society is address form. Address form is defined as words used in speech event referring to the addressee. According to Wardaugh (2006) address form is the way to name or address another. It can be in the form of title, first name, last name, nick name or the combination of those forms. They can be used as important element to convey what happen among the participants, and between the participant and context, to gather social information (Holmes, 1995).
Studying address form always becomes interesting research in linguistics because it can reveal many things including the identity of the speaker, the power and authority of the speaker, and also the distance and relationship between the speakers. So, it can be said that analyzing address form is important. Because, it will determinate that different participant will have different kinds of addressing.

The use of address form can be found in society such as at school, market, in restaurant and so on. The uses of address form in those places are different. For example at school, students may address the other students with their names or other address forms. The student may address their friend as “Jhon”, “buddy”, or “bro”. When it happens, the possible reason is to show the relationship and distance among speakers. For example, when it’s uttered by a teacher to a student whose name is Jhon. The teacher will address the student with John because John is his nick name and the situation is formal. In another case, John will be addressed with different address form when he is around his classmate or his close friend. Some friends may call him or address him with “buddy” or “bro” because it is in informal situation. From that explanation above, it can be concluded that certain situation will have different kinds of address form.

The existence of address form can be found in the movie such as Fast and Furious 7 movie. Fast and Furious 7 is the seventh movie from James Wan which tells the story about the race of the cars and fighting actions. One example of dialogues in Fast and Furious 7 movie:

Bodyguard : Sir. I think someone’s trying to hack the system.
Jose Makonde : it’s Ramsey, send the predator and take her out.

That conversation happens between two people in Fast and Furious 7 who are Jose Makonde and his bodyguard. Jose Makonde is a boss of terrorists in Azerbaijan that is famous with his cruel. Their conversation is in the chopper and they try to catch one of the main characters named Ramsey. Ramsey is a character who has good ability in system computing and she is a person that created God’s eye. God’s Eye is the system can control everything in this word by internet. And now, that system is Jose Makonde’s hand and Ramsey tries to get it back.

From that conversation, the address form “Sir” is uttered by bodyguard. The possibilities reason the bodyguard addresses Jose Makonde is to show the level or ranking of the speaker because there is level of ranking between them. The level of ranking shows
that Jose Makonde as the boss and the bodyguard as his subordinator. Based on the example above, the researcher interested to investigate further about the address form in Fast and Furious 7 movie.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES

In daily life, people usually found words which used to name another people. Those words are known as address form. According to Wardaugh (2006), he states address form is the way to name or address another. People address someone else to respect each other’s which is related with culture and norm in society. Every country has different address form. For example in Indonesia, there are “mas”, “mbak”, “masbro”. It is quite different with address form in America. For example “bro”, “black”, and “darling” etc.

According to Chaika (1982), addressing is different from greeting. First, addressing is used by people when they want to show their power or solidarity to other people, while greeting depends on the mood of the speaker. Second, people use the address form to strengthen intimacy and power between people. On the other hand, people greet other only to set the stage.

From explanation above, it tells that address form is some words that people use in conversation which referring or naming to the addressee. The use of address form usually found in every community. Different community will have different kinds of addressing. People who live in the city will have different kinds of address form than people who live in the village. People who live in the village usually use the politely address form than people in the city. The using of address form is usually affected by relationship between speakers and the addressee, power, and solidarity.

Types of Address Form

First Name (FN)

One of address forms that can be found in society is first name (FN). Fist name is the name that was given when you were born and that comes before your family name (Wikipedia). According to Wardaugh (2006), the use FN covers generic title like first “buddy”, “jack”, “john”, and “mate”. The FN usually we found in society that the people have close relationship. This address gets relationship from family and other relationship
which is very close. FN mutual indicated equality, familiarity and in the same times it also shows an effort to assert some power to other people.

Besides that, first naming is used to address people by his/her first name. For example, there is someone who named Jack Smith. When a jack’s friend met Jack, a friend may address Jack Smith only using his first name Jack not her complete name. It happens because Jack and his friend have intimacy as friendship.

**Last Name (LN)**

Last name is a name added to a given name. In many cases, a last name is a family name and many dictionaries define last name as surname because it is usually place at the end of a person’s given name. For example, there is someone who named Alexander Smith which meets a friend that he doesn’t know well. When Alexander makes conversation with that friend, that friend may address Alexander as ‘Smith’. This address occurs in informal situation and it happens because Alexander and his/her friend have least relationship.

**Title (T)**

Address by title alone is the least intimate form of address. In addressing by titles usually designate ranks or occupations, as in *Colonel*, *Doctor*, or *Waiter* (Wardaugh, 2006). People address by title also to indicate the least intimate. They are devoid of ‘personal’ content. It can be argued therefore that *Doctor Smith* is more intimate than *Doctor* alone, acknowledging as it does that the other person’s name is known and can be mentioned. Another example of T is in ship. In this place there is a person in high position which people address as “Captain”. People in lower ranking will address his/her superior as “Captain” not the real name. It happens because of between inferior and superior has different authority.

**Title + Last Name (TLN)/Title + First Name (TFN)**

TLN/TFN is a name which combined of title name and last name and first name. Some people use TLN to show their respect to another. According to (Chaika, 1982), she said that the use of title plus last name and title plus first name in communication indicates social distance and unfamiliarity between the speaker and interlocutor. Younger people usually command ‘Mr’, ‘Mrs’, or ‘Miss’ to an elder people, because age is one of clear determinant use of the TLN/TFN form. The use of TLN/TFN usually is in formal situation
such as in meetings, public speaking, or in the school. In general, people use TLN/TFN upwards to superiors and FN downwards to subordinates.

**Pet Name (PN)**

PN can be said as special nickname. According to Wardaugh (2006) as cited in (Widiatmajaya, 2014) states that pet name indicate higher level of intimacy compared to the use of first name in addressing other people. The examples of pet name are “honey” and “Sweetheart”.

**Kinship Name**

Kinship term is a kind of addressing based on relationship with family. The examples of kinship term are “father”, “brother”, “Dad”, “Mommy” and etc. Wardaugh (2006) states that kinship term is related to generation or age oriented. Luong in (Wardaugh, 2006) explains that Vietnamese create extensive function of kinship term as one of the types of address terms such as “chau” means “grandchild”, “ba” means “grandmother”, and “bac” means “uncle/aunt”.

### III. METHOD OF RESEARCH

The researchers used observational method by Sudaryanto (2015) to collect the data. The researcher only observes every utterance which contain address form in *Fast and Furious 7* movie. The researcher used non participatory technique to collect the data because the researcher did not involve in movie conversation. In analyzing the data, the researcher applied address form theory proposed by Wardaugh (2006) to analyze the types of address form. Those theories were applied by using Pragmatics Identity Method (Sudaryanto, 2015). Then, the researcher presented the result analysis by using informal method to present the analyzed data. The result was presented by using words and sentences and to make the readers easily understand.

### IV. DISCUSSION

There are some types of address form. They can be classified as first name (FN), title (T), title plus last name (TLN) or title plus first name (TFN), last name (LN), pet name (PN), and kinship name (KN).
First Name (FN)

FN is simply how people address other people by their first name. People use FN to address other people using his/her first name or the other names. For example, person who has named as Jhon Smith will get addressing by his friends as Jhon or the other nicknames as “Sis”, “Bro”, “buddy” etc. The others example is uttered by Dominic Toretto as follows:

Dominic Toretto : All right, Roman. What do you got?
Roman Pearce : I mean, I wasn't trying to get into the whole leadership thing, like, now. You know what I'm saying? I was just, kind of, talking about, like, at some point. Like, you know, when we. Whatever. I mean, I think. Let's hit it from here.

Conversation above happens in police room. In that room, there are many people including police officers and member of Dom’s team. Dom’s team consists of Brian O’Connor, Roman Pearce, and Letty. In this part, they are talking about the plan to get Ramsey from the famous terrorist named Jose Makonde. Jose Makonde kidnapped Ramsey because she is the one who know about God’s Eye, the system which can control everything in this world by internet, cell phone, laptop, CCTV, and so on. When they make plan, Roman Pearce tries to give an idea and wants him became a leader in that time. Dominic Toretto as the real leader let him became a leader and asks him what idea that Roman Pearce has.

From conversation above, the address form found is “Roman”. It is uttered by Dominic Toretto to Roman Pearce. Roman is a kind of address form because that word used by Dominic Toretto to address Roman Pearce. That address form “Letty” which is uttered by Dominic Toretto is a kind of address form first name. It is because Roman has name as Roman Pearce but in this conversation, Dominic Toretto only use the word “Roman” to address Roman Pearce. So, it can be said that “Roman” is first name.

Brian O’Connor : Buddy, where is the door button at? Do you know?
Jack : (just stare at his dad and someone from outside teach him how to open the door).

The second example happens in the Brian O’Connor’s car. The participants are Brian O’Connor and his son Jack. The situation is in the morning when Brian takes his son into school. After arrived in the school, Brian does not know how to open the door’s
car and start asking his son how to open it. Then, someone from outside or Jack’s lecture come close and teaches Brian O’Connor how to open the door. After the door’s car opened, the lecture takes jack out.

From conversation above, the address form found is “Buddy”. It is uttered by Brian O’Connor to his son named jack. The word “Buddy” is a kind of address form. It is because that word used by Brian O’Connor to address or name Jack. Besides that, that word is kind of address form by first name because Brian O’Connor doesn’t address his son with the real name Jack, but using “buddy”. In that conversation, Brian O’Connor is father’s Jack.

**Last Name (LN)**

People usually use LN in daily conversation which indicates inequality power between the speaker and the addressee. The use of LN has can be noticed if someone address other people using his/her last name. For example, there is person named John Smith. When he meets a friend that he doesn’t know very well, that person may address John Smith using his last name “Smith”. From that example, the use of LN indicates inequality of power between the speaker and the addressee without containing intimacy. Example of LN performed by Mr. Nobody as follows:

**Mr. Nobody**: What do you think, **Toretto**?

**Dominic Toretto**: You think you already know what I’m gonna do.

Conversation above happens in the police office room. There are many people in this room, Dominic’s teams and police officers. Police officers are waiting Dominic Toretto get God’s Eye. Conversation above occurs when Dominic’s team gets God’s Eye. After that, Dominic Toretto gives God’s Eye to Mr. Nobody. Next, Mr. Nobody asks Dominic Toretto what plan he wants to do.

From conversation above, the address form found is “Toretto”. It is uttered by Mr. Nobody. The word “Shaw” is a kind of address form because it is used by Mr. Nobody to name or address Dominic Toretto. Furthermore, that address form is a kind of address form last name. It happens because Mr. Nobody doesn’t address Dominic Toretto by using the complete name, but only using his last name, Toretto. So, it can be said that the address form found “Toretto” is kind address form by using last name.
Title (T)

Addressing people using title will indicate occupation and ranking between the speaker and the addressee. People also use T based on formal occasion and institutions. People work in the ship will get different kinds of addressing such as captain, deckhand, etc. People work in office also has different addressing such as director, office boy, chairman, etc. Besides that, people who has higher ranking will get different kinds of addressing than people who work in lower position. People who have higher ranking will get addressing by people in lower ranking. They may address people in higher ranking using boss, leader, or using TLN/TFN. It also happens if people have higher ranking address people in lower ranking, they may use the real name, first name, or name based on his/her position in certain institution. Example of T performed by Helena as follows:

Hobbs : What are you talking about? The last arrest. He was too easy. Target didn't even run. Ah, it's okay. Give me a chance to hit the iron. Also lets me work on my stamping skills.

Helena : You're a terrible liar. See you tomorrow, Boss.

Conversation above happens in the police office room. There are Hobbs and his assistance, Helena. That dialogue happens when Hobbs is stamping the target which has arrested in Fast and Furious 6 movie. In the same situation, Helena gets ready for going home and makes a joke for Hobbs’s last arrest. After that, Helena says that Hobbs is a terrible liar because the joke that he said is only lie.

From conversation above, the address form found is “Boss”. It is uttered by Helena to Hobbs. The word “Boss” which is uttered by Helena is a kind of address form because it used to name or designates Hobbs by Hobbs’s occupation. In this movie, Hobbs is a leader in police officer and he is Helena’s superior. So, it can be said the word “Boss” is a kind of address form title name T because Hobbs is addressed by title of Hobbs’s occupation.

Mr. Nobody : Find me Deckard Shaw.

His subordinates : Yes, Sir.
Conversation above happens in police office room. There are many people in this room, Dominic’s teams and police officers. Police officers are waiting Dominic Toretto get God’s Eye. Conversation above occurs when Dominic’s team gets God’s Eye. After that, Dominic Toretto gives God’s Eye to Mr. Nobody. Next, Mr. Nobody asks his subordinates to find Shaw by using God’s Eye.

From conversation above, the address form found “Sir” which is uttered by Mr. Nobody’s subordinate. The word “sir” is a kind of address form because it is used by a subordinate to name or address his superior, Mr. Nobody. That address is a kind of address form title. It happens when subordinate doesn’t address Mr. Nobody with his name but using title of Mr. Nobody’s occupation. In this movie, Mr. Nobody is a leader in police station. So, it can be said that the word “Sir” is a kind of address form title because it happen in formal occasion also.

**Title + Last Name (TLN)/Title +First Name (TFN)**

TLN/TFN usually found in daily conversation. The use of TLN/TFN is alike with T but the difference is TLN/TFN using the last name and first name people who addressed and T doesn’t. People who have high ranking or status usually will be addressed using TLN/TFN by people who have lower ranking or status. Example of TLN/TFN performed by Mr. Nobody

Mr. Nobody : Welcome to the party, Mr. Shaw.

His subordinates : (staring at his boss and turning the controller of the computer).

Conversation above happens happen in the police office room. There are Mr. Nobody and his subordinates. They are watching Dominic’s team at the monitor while going to get Ramsey back by using satellite. In that monitor, it looks that Dominic and his friends fight with Jose Makonde’s subordinates. They fight each other violently. While they fight, Shaw comes to help Jose’s subordinates and fight with Dominic Toretto.

From conversation above, the researcher found address form “Mr. Shaw” which is uttered by Mr. Nobody. Mr. Shaw is a kind of address form because it is used to address Deckard Shaw. Then, Mr. Shaw is a kind of address form by TLN because Mr. Nobody uses Deckard’s title and his last name. Mr. Nobody use TLN to Deckard Shaw because of differential power.
Pet Name (PN)

One of the types of address form is PN. PN can be said as special nickname (Wardaugh, 2006). Such type of address term is rarely used in formal situations but only found in informal situation. The use of PN will indicate a rebuke or very close relationship. PN usually occurs in particular occasion such as romance relationship or conversation between parents and children.

Hobbs : **Honey**, I want to introduce you to somebody. He's a, uh...He's an old friend. Go on and say hello.

Hobbs’s Daughter : Dominic Toretto, right?

Conversation happens in the hospital. There are Hobbs, His daughter, Helena, and Dominic Toretto just arrived. Dominic Toretto came to visit Hobbs because he invited by Helena. Then, Dominic Toretto is welcomed by Helena in the front of the door. After that, Dominic Toretto sees Hobbs lays down on the bed. Before Dominic gets closer, Hobbs also realizes that Dominic comes to. There is a girl next to Hobbs’s bed. She is Hobbs’s daughter. The last, Hobbs wants to introduce his daughter to Dominic Toretto.

Based on conversation above, the address form found is Honey. It is a kind of address form because it is uttered by Hobbs to his daughter. Then, honey is a kind of address form by PN because it is based on rebuke between parents and their children. Hobbs uses this kind of address form to indicate that he and his daughter has intimate relationship.

Kinship Name (KN)

The other types of address form is KN. Commonly, people use this type to address their family such as Dad, mother, father, cousin, etc. The use of KN is based on the intimate and close relationship. Example of the use of KN is performed by Samantha Hobbs as follows:

Samantha Hobbs : **Dad**!

Hobbs : I’m sorry.

Conversation happens in the hospital. There are Hobbs, His daughter, Helena, and Dominic Toretto who just arrived. Dominic Toretto came to visit Hobbs because he invited by Helena. Then, Dominic Toretto is welcomed by Helena in the front of the door. After that, Dominic Toretto sees Hobbs lays down on the bed. Before Dominic gets closer,
Hobbs also realizes that Dominic comes and makes a conversation. The conversation about the activities which what Hobbs does in the hospital

Based on conversation above, the address form found is Dad. It is a kind of address form because it is uttered by Samantha Hobbs to addresses her father. Then, dad is a kind of address form by KN because it happens between a child as daughter and a man as father. Samantha uses this kind of address form to indicate that she and her dad have close intimacy relationship.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on research analysis and findings which related to the address form uttered by speakers in *Fast and Furious 7* movie, there are two main conclusions can be drawn. First, the types address form found in *Fast and Furious 7* movie are first name (FN), title (T), last name (LN), title plus last name (TLN)/title plus first name (TFN), pet name (PN), and kinship name (KN). The mostly address form occur is the use of first name (FN). It happens because; the speakers are mostly in informal situations than in formal situation.
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